**Ocean Wealth Events Programme**

**June 30-July 1: Family fun** Earn a Padi Higher Diploma (PHD) at Black Rock Carlton Workshops after the week-long event with the RNLI and the Marine Institute. The programme uses ship-mounted acoustic multibeam sonar and geophysical technology to provide in-depth information on our marine environment.

**July 3: 3rd Annual SmartOcean Conference: Getting Smart about Our Seas** will take place in the Marine Institute, Oranmore. Over 250 people, including marine scientists and others from government and industry, will attend this seminar. The conference will focus on innovative solutions and research to help tackle the environmental challenges we face today.

**July 4: SmartOcean Innovators: SMEs and Ireland’s marine research centres** will again be on hand to provide advice on available courses in marine science and technology.

**July 5-6: Deep Sea: Focus on the marine environment.** The programme will explore the marine environment, its resources, and the challenges we face in protecting it. The programme will take place in the Marine Institute, Oranmore.

**July 8:** Keep M:formed - Keep M:Formed will provide advice on how to keep our oceans clean and safe.

**July 11:** Deep Sea: Coral Reefs - Ireland’s Hidden Treasure. The programme will explore Ireland’s hidden treasures, including the deep-sea coral reefs.

**July 12:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**July 15:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**July 18:** Stay Safe At Sea - A key safety reminder for all mariners. The programme will remind mariners about the importance of staying safe at sea.

**July 22:** Metal Graphics Offshore. The programme will explore the recycling of metal graphics offshore.

**July 29:** Deep Water Coral Reefs: Ireland’s Hidden Treasure. The programme will explore Ireland’s hidden treasures, including the deep-sea coral reefs.

**August 23-26:** The programme will explore the marine environment, its resources, and the challenges we face in protecting it.

**September 2-3:** The programme will explore the marine environment, its resources, and the challenges we face in protecting it.

**September 5:** Deep Sea: Focus on the marine environment. The programme will explore the marine environment, its resources, and the challenges we face in protecting it.

**September 8:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**September 11:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**September 14:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**September 17:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**September 20:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**September 24:** Deep Sea: Focus on the marine environment. The programme will explore the marine environment, its resources, and the challenges we face in protecting it.

**September 27:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**September 30:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**October 1:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**October 4:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**October 7:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**October 10:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**October 13:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**October 16:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**October 19:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**October 22:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**October 25:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**October 29:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**November 5:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**November 8:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**November 12:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**November 15:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**November 19:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**November 22:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**November 26:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**November 29:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**December 3:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**December 6:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**December 10:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**December 13:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**December 17:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**December 20:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**December 24:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.

**December 27:** The Challenges Of Managing and Protecting Ireland’s Marine Life. The programme will explore the challenges of managing and protecting Ireland’s marine life.

**December 31:** How Climate Change is Bringing About Amazing Changes In Our Marine Life. The programme will explore the changes brought about by climate change in our marine life.